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The model and theoretical understanding of the Raman spectra in disordered and amorphous carbon are
given. The nature of the G and D vibration modes in graphite is analyzed in terms of the resonant excitation of
 states and the long-range polarizability of  bonding. Visible Raman data on disordered, amorphous, and
diamondlike carbon are classified in a three-stage model to show the factors that control the position, intensity,
and widths of the G and D peaks. It is shown that the visible Raman spectra depend formally on the configuration of the sp 2 sites in sp 2 -bonded clusters. In cases where the sp 2 clustering is controlled by the sp 3
fraction, such as in as-deposited tetrahedral amorphous carbon 共ta-C兲 or hydrogenated amorphous carbon
共a-C:H兲 films, the visible Raman parameters can be used to derive the sp 3 fraction.

I. INTRODUCTION

The great versatility of carbon materials arises from the
strong dependence of their physical properties on the ratio of
sp 2 共graphitelike兲 to s p 3 共diamondlike兲 bonds.1 There are
many forms of s p 2 -bonded carbons with various degrees of
graphitic ordering, ranging from microcrystalline graphite to
glassy carbon. In general, an amorphous carbon can have any
mixture of s p 3 , s p 2 , and even s p 1 sites, with the possible
presence of up to 60 at. % hydrogen. The compositions are
conveniently shown on the ternary phase diagram, Fig. 1.
We define diamondlike carbon 共DLC兲 as amorphous carbon
with a significant fraction of s p 3 bonds. The hydrogenated
amorphous carbons 共a-C:H兲 have a rather small C-C sp 3
content. DLC’s with higher s p 3 content are termed tetrahedral amorphous carbon 共ta-C兲 and its hydrogenated analog
ta-C:H. Another crucial parameter is the degree of clustering
of the s p 2 phase, which should be added as a fourth dimension in the ternary phase diagram.1 Amorphous carbons with
the same s p 3 and H content show different optical, electronic, and mechanical properties according to the clustering
of the sp 2 phase.
Raman spectroscopy is a standard nondestructive tool for
the characterization of crystalline, nanocrystalline, and amorphous carbons.2–14 The Raman spectrum of diamond consists
of the T 2g 1332-cm⫺1 zone center mode.2 The Raman spectra of disordered graphite show two quite sharp modes, the G
peak around 1580–1600 cm⫺1 and the D peak around 1350
cm⫺1, usually assigned to zone center phonons of E 2g symmetry and K-point phonons of A 1g symmetry,
respectively.3–6 The unusual fact is that G and D peaks, of
varying intensity, position, and width, continue to dominate
the Raman spectra of nanocrystalline and amorphous carbons, even those without widespread graphitic ordering.
The key property of interest in DLC is the s p 3 content.1
This is usually measured by nuclear magnetic resonance
共NMR兲 or electron-energy-loss spectroscopy 共EELS兲, but
these are time-consuming and destructive methods. Raman
scattering is sometimes used to probe the s p 2 /s p 3 fraction in
DLC’s. However, visible Raman spectroscopy is 50–230
times7,8 more sensitive to s p 2 sites, as visible photons preferentially excite their  states. uv Raman spectroscopy, with
0163-1829/2000/61共20兲/14095共13兲/$15.00
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its higher photon energy of 5.1 eV, excites both the  and
the  states and so is able to probe both the sp 2 and sp 3
sites, allowing a direct probe of the sp 3 bonding.15,16 Nevertheless, visible Raman spectroscopy is widely used on
DLC’s, and it would be very useful to have a framework in
which at least indirectly derive the sp 3 fraction of DLC’s.
The aim of this paper is to describe in detail the Raman
process in disordered carbons. It is shown that the visible
Raman spectrum depends fundamentally on the ordering of
sp 2 sites and only indirectly on the fraction of sp 3 sites. We
give a restricted range of conditions under which it is possible to use visible Raman spectroscopy to derive the sp 3
content. To do this, we first describe the atomic and electronic structure of amorphous carbon and then the nature of
Raman scattering in disordered carbons, both of which show
unique features. We then present a three-stage model relating
the visible Raman parameters to the sp 2 nanostructure and
content of disordered carbons. This is sufficiently general to
hold for all amorphous carbons, both hydrogenated and
hydrogen-free. This paper focuses on the G and D peaks,
neglecting other features that are sometimes present, such as

FIG. 1. Ternary phase diagram of amorphous carbons. The three
corners correspond to diamond, graphite, and hydrocarbons,
respectively.
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those at 1100–1200 and 1400–1500 cm⫺1, which will be
discussed elsewhere.
II. ATOMIC AND ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF
DISORDERED CARBONS

Disordered carbons have s p 3 and s p 2 sites. The sp 3 sites
have only  states while the s p 2 sites also possess  states.
It is often possible to treat  and  states separately.  and 
bonds have a significantly different behavior.  bonds are
two-center bond orbitals between adjacent atoms. In the
bond-orbital approximation,17,18 any property of occupied
states such as the total energy, charge density, or polarizability can then be expressed as simply the sum of independent,
short-range terms for each bond. There are no long-range
forces in this approximation, and the electron structure depends only on short-range order.
 states are different, because a  orbital usually interacts
with  states on more than one atom to form a conjugated
system such as benzene. Then, one can no longer define
unique bond orbitals. Conjugated bonds cannot now be expressed as the sum of independent, two-center bonds. Each
bond contains contributions from adjacent bonds, and this
gives rise to longer-range forces and long-range
polarizabilities.19
The medium-range order due to -bonding distinguishes
disordered carbons from the -bonded disordered semiconductors like a-Si.  bonding is maximized if the  states
form pairs of aligned  states, or sixfold aromatic rings or
graphitic clusters of aromatic rings.17 This occurs in microcrystalline graphite and in annealed DLC’s. However, asdeposited DLC’s are more disordered than this ‘‘cluster
model.’’ 20
Figure 2共b兲 shows the band structure of a single graphite
layer.17 The  and  states act separately. The  states lie
well away from the Fermi level and have gap of 6 eV. 
states and empty  * states form bands that touch at the
Brillouin zone K. The  band energies along ⌫KM in
nearest-neighbor tight-binding approximation are
E⫽⫾ ␥ 兩 1⫹2 cos共 ka 兲 兩 ,

共1兲

where ␥ is the pp  interaction, a is the lattice spacing, and
k is the wave vector. In graphitic clusters, the  states have
minimum band energies of roughly17
E g⬇

冉 冊

2␥
a
⬇2 ␥
,
M 1/2
La

共2兲

where M is the number of aromatic rings in the cluster and
L a is the cluster diameter or in-plane correlation length.
We consider aromatic clusters as parts of a graphite superlattice. Hence, from Eqs. 共1兲 and 共2兲, the energy states of
the clusters can be mapped onto those of graphite by
a
1⫹2 cos共 ka 兲 ⫽⫺
La

共3兲

or sin(⌬ka)⬇a/()La) for small ⌬k, where ⌬k is the k distance away from K, and K⫽( 32 , 23 )  /a. Smaller clusters correspond to k’s further away from K.

FIG. 2. 共a兲 Phonon dispersion 共Ref. 21兲 and 共b兲 electronic band
structure 共Ref. 17兲 of a single graphite layer. Similar phonon dispersion of graphite is found in the ab initio calculations of Kresse,
Furthmuller, and Hafner 共Ref. 22兲. The bold lines from ⌫ and K
mark the mapping of the E 2g and A 1g -like eigenvectors of aromatic
clusters on those of graphite, according to Mapelli et al. 共Ref. 21兲.
The bold line from K to M corresponds to phonons selected by the
k⫽q ‘‘quasi selection rule,’’ as shown by the dashed vertical line.
The phonons on the right of K, from K to ⌫, are also selected by the
k⫽q ‘‘quasi selection rule,’’ but do not correspond to modes with
high modulation of polarizability.

The long-range effects in conjugated systems can be formalized by defining a mobile bond order P u v between two
orbitals19 u, v :
P u v ⫽2

c uc v
兺
occ

共4兲

and a bond-bond polarizability ⌸ u v ,wx between bonds uv and
wx:

⌸ u v ,wx ⫽

 2E
,
 ␥ u v  ␥ wx

共5兲

for wave functions  ⫽ 兺 c u  u , where the sums are over
occupied states.19 E is the sum of energies of occupied states
and ␥ u v is the nearest-neighbor interaction along bond uv.
The difference between  and  states is that for  states
P u v ⬇0 if orbitals u and v are on different bonds, while in
conjugated  systems, P u v ⫽0, and it decreases gradually
with the separation of u and v .
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The vibrational modes of covalent solids are often modeled as a valence force field of bond-stretching and bondbending forces. These forces are usually short-ranged for
-bonded systems.26 On the other hand, a valence force field
for graphite typically uses forces up to fifth-nearest
neighbors.27,28 Recently Mapelli et al.21 were able for the
first time to provide a common force field for aromatic molecules and graphite by using forces proportional to the bond
orders P u v and bond-bond polarizabilities ⌸ u v ,wx , Eqs. 共4兲
and 共5兲. As ⌸ is directly related to the electronic structure
and tight-binding parameter ␥, this method provides a formal
relationship between longer-range forces, so they are not just
adjustable parameters.
IV. RAMAN SCATTERING IN DISORDERED CARBON

Raman modes in single crystals obey the fundamental selection rule q⬇0, where q is the wave vector of the scattered
phonon. In a finite-size domain, the selection rule is relaxed
to allow the participation of phonons near ⌫, with ⌬q
⬇2  /d, where d is the dimension of the crystalline domain.
Nemanich, Solin, and Martin29 共NSM兲 showed that the Raman scattering intensity of a finite crystal is given by
I共  兲⫽
FIG. 3. Phonon density of states of a single graphite layer
共graphene兲 共Ref. 21兲 and of diamond 共Ref. 23兲.
III. VIBRATIONAL MODES

Figure 3 shows the vibrational density of states 共VDOS兲
of graphite and diamond.21–23 The VDOS of diamond extends beyond its Raman frequency, 1332 cm⫺1, to ⬃1360
cm⫺1. Figure 2共a兲 also shows the phonon dispersion curves
of a graphite layer.21 The graphite VDOS extends beyond its
⌫-point Raman frequency up to a band limit of ⬃1620 cm⫺1,
due to the upwards phonon dispersion away from ⌫. Graphite has a higher VDOS band limit than diamond because the
sp 2 sites have stronger, slightly shorter bonds than sp 3 sites.
The DOS of alloys can be of two types. If the coupling
between sites is small, the alloys are in the atomic limit, so
the alloy DOS resembles a compositionally weighted mixture of the DOS of each component. If the coupling is strong,
then the alloy DOS and the band limits interpolate smoothly
between the two components. The Raman spectra suggest
that the VDOS of DLC’s are in the atomic limit, in that
specific features, such as the G mode of s p 2 sites, remain at
all s p 2 contents. Thus, the band limit does not change linearly with s p 3 content from 1600 to 1360 cm⫺1. This is
partly because s p 2 sites tend to cluster in a s p 3 matrix in
DLC’s.17 A consequence is that the vibrations of sp 2 sites
remain around 1600 cm⫺1 and lie above the band limit of the
sp 3 matrix. This causes these modes to be localized on the
sp 2 sites and above the extended modes of the s p 3 matrix.24
The band limit thus cannot be used as a way to get the sp 3
fraction, as sometimes suggested.25 We therefore need a different approach in which the changes in the visible Raman
spectra are related primarily to the changes of the sp 2 phase
and only weakly to the s p 3 phase.

n 共  兲 ⫹1

⫻

C„q,  j 共 q兲 …兩 F 共 q兲 兩 2
兺
q, j
⌫/2

关  ⫺  j 共 q兲兴 2 ⫹⌫ 2 /4

,

共6兲

where C„q,  j (q)… is the Raman coupling coefficient for a
phonon of wave vector q and branch j, and 兩 F(q) 兩 2 is the
wave-vector uncertainty of the phonons involved in the light
scattering. n(  )⫹1 is the boson occupation factor, and ⌫ is
the phonon lifetime broadening. In amorphous materials, the
wave-vector uncertainty is ⌬q⬇1/a, where a is the bond
length, and now all phonon modes can participate in the
Raman spectrum. The intensity is now given by the matrixelement-weighted vibrational density of states according to
the Shuker-Gammon formula30
I共  兲⫽

n 共  兲 ⫹1
C共  兲G共  兲.


共7兲

Here, G(  ) is the VDOS of the disordered network. Equation 共7兲 describes quite well the Raman spectra of a-Si and
a-Ge, which are sp 3 bonded only, by using a broadened
version of the crystalline VDOS as G(  ). 26
The visible Raman spectra of disordered carbons are in
marked contrast. The VDOS of disordered carbon with various sp 3 contents consists of smooth, broad features.31,32 In
contrast, the Raman spectra of all disordered carbons are
dominated by the relatively sharp G and D features of the
sp 2 sites. This could be ascribed to the much greater cross
section of the  states.7,8 Nevertheless, the prevalence of Gand D-like features, even in amorphous carbons with little
graphitic ordering, requires explanation.
The G mode of graphite at 1581 cm⫺1 has E 2g symmetry.
Its eigenvector shown in Fig. 4共a兲 involves the in-plane
bond-stretching motion of pairs of C sp 2 atoms. This mode
does not require the presence of sixfold rings, and so it oc-
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FIG. 4. Carbon motions in the 共a兲 G and 共b兲 D modes. Note that
the G mode is just due to the relative motion of sp 2 carbon atoms
and can be found in chains as well.

curs at all sp 2 sites, not only those in rings. It always lies in
the range 1500–1630 cm⫺1, as it does in aromatic and olefinic molecules.33
The D peak around 1355 cm⫺1 is a breathing mode of A 1g
symmetry involving phonons near the K zone boundary, Fig.
4共b兲. This mode is forbidden in perfect graphite and only
becomes active in the presence of disorder. The D mode is
dispersive; it varies with photon excitation energy, even
when the G peak is not dispersive.34–37 We will see that its
intensity is strictly connected to the presence of sixfold aromatic rings. Tuinstra and Koenig3 共TK兲 noted that the ratio
of its intensity to that of the G peak varied inversely with
La :
I共 D 兲 C共  兲
⫽
,
I共 G 兲
La

共8兲

where C(515.5 nm)⬃44 Å. 2,3,37 The D peak was first attributed to a A 1g breathing mode at K, activated by the relaxation of the q⫽0 selection rule.3 It was then linked to
maxima in the VDOS of graphite at M and K points.4,27
However, this does not account for the dispersion of the D
position with photon energy, why the D peak overtone, seen
even where no D peak is present, is dispersive, or why the
I(D)/I(G) ratio 共8兲 is dispersive.34 Phonon confinement 共6兲
does not explain why the D mode is more intense than others
with smaller ⌬q. It also does not explain why the D mode is
seen in disordered graphite with L a ⬇30 nm, 6 when the NSM
formula 共6兲 would limit the participating phonons to a much
narrower ⌬q range around ⌫.
Figure 2共a兲 shows the phonon dispersion of a single layer
of graphite. Baranov et al.,35 Pocsik et al.,36 and Matthews
et al.37 proposed that the D peak arises as resonant Raman
coupling by a strong enhancement of the Raman cross section of the phonon of wave vector q, when it equals the wave
vector k of the electronic transition excited by the incident
photon (k⫽q ‘‘selection rule’’兲.
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We now give a more detailed account. In particular, we
propose a physical mechanism to explain the k⫽q ‘‘quasi
selection rule;’’ we identify a different branch in the dispersion relation as the origin of D peak 共in contrast to Refs. 36
and 37兲. We formally show which real-space motions give
rise to the D peak, and we propose, on the basis of the
‘‘quasi selection rule,’’ an interpretation to some experimental findings.
Raman scattering is the inelastic scattering of photons by
phonons due to the change of polarization caused by the
phonon mode.38 When the photon energy is above the band
gap, electrons of all wave vectors can be excited. However,
in graphite, the band gap lies in the visible range only within
a small part of k space around the K point, Fig. 2共b兲. All
these bands have  character. In this case, photons resonantly excite states only at the k vector where the band gap
equals the photon energy. This sets up a polarization density
wave of this k vector. Its intensity is strong because of the
long-range polarizability of  states.
The change of bond polarization with bond length is by
far the dominant term in the Raman matrix element for 
states.26 This term is large for the breathing mode of sixfold
rings. By symmetry, for a breathing mode of a graphite
plane, the contributions from each ring add constructively
because of the long-range polarization. On the other hand, by
symmetry, contributions from rings of other orders within a
graphite plane tend to cancel. Thus, the polarization wave
and Raman coupling have long-range coherence for breathing modes due to the  bonding and the symmetry of the
graphite sheet. The greatest coupling is when the electron
and phonon states are in phase over the range of polarization.
This leads to the ‘‘quasi selection rule,’’ k⫽q, for the
breathing modes of graphene sheets, Fig. 2. For first-order
scattering, the fundamental selection rule must be relaxed to
allow non-(q⫽0) phonons to contribute. This means that we
also need disorder to allow the enhancement of k⫽q
phonons.
Turning to graphitic clusters, we noted above that the
electronic states of graphitic clusters of size L a can be
mapped onto the modes of graphite at wave vector k by Eq.
共3兲. Mapelli et al.21 showed that the eigenvectors of the main
Raman modes of aromatic oligomers have the same symmetry as the E 2g and A 1g Raman modes of graphite. They also
showed that the eigenvectors of these oligomers or clusters
can be mapped onto those of graphite phonons along the
direction ⌫KM . In particular, the A 1g -type breathing modes
of the aromatic clusters map onto phonons between K and
(K⫺M )/2, and the E 2g -type modes map onto phonons from
⌫ to (⌫⫺K)/4 共branches shown in bold in Fig. 2兲. Our relationship 共3兲 can be used to map the A 1g -like modes, thus
providing a way to visualize the real-space motion along that
branch. This indicates that aromatic clusters can be considered as a part of a graphite superlattice, both electronically
and vibrationally. This simultaneous mapping means that the
behavior and dispersion of the D and G peaks in graphite
also holds for aromatic oligomers and clusters in disordered
carbon.
Band and phonon dispersions are rather isotropic around
K. As the photon energy rises, the k⫽q selection rule selects
a ring of phonons around the K point. The symmetric breathing modes have the highest modulation of the polarizability
and therefore have the highest Raman cross section. This
suggests that modes between K and M give the highest con-
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tribution to the D peak and possibly explains why the intensity of D peak is higher than modes from other branches of
the dispersion curves but with the same q. Note that previous
works36,37 assigned the D peak to all the modes around K in
the lower optical branch, which touches the acoustic branch
at K. To select the correct optical branch we cannot just rely
on the coincidence between its calculated dispersion and the
experimental positions of D peak. The A 1g mode is singly
degenerate. We thus need a band singly degenerate at K and
upwards dispersing away from K. The branch chosen by
Refs. 36 and 37 leads to a doubly degenerate E mode at K.21
The upper branch in Ref. 37 disperses downwards, but the ab
initio calculations of Mapelli et al.21 and Kresse, Furthmuller, and Hafner22 reproduce the symmetry and upwards
dispersion, Fig. 2.
Applying the k⫽q selection rule to all the phonon
branches of graphite, we can account for other features of the
Raman spectrum. First, considering the ⬃2400-cm⫺1 peak as
an overtone of the lower acoustic branch away from K, we
can explain its redshift39 with increasing laser energy due to
the opposite dispersion of this phonon branch. Second, a
Stokes shift with lower frequency than the anti-Stokes shift
was reported for the D peak, and vice versa for the
2400-cm⫺1 peak.39 We can now explain the slight difference
in the Stokes and anti-Stokes energies due to the slope of the
phonon and electron dispersion relations away from K. Finally, in graphite or disordered graphite with a high c-axis
ordering, the D peak and its second-order peak are
doublets.6,34,39 This was originally attributed to two maxima
in the VDOS at K and M.27 However, we attribute these
doublets to the splitting of phonon and electron branches of
given wave vector by interlayer interactions when threedimensional stacking occurs.21,35 This causes doublets to act
as signatures of c-axis ordering.6
So far we implicitly assumed graphite to be the reference
to explain the Raman features in micro/nanocrystalline
graphite. The main consequence is that the D peak arises
from aromatic rings. Starting from graphite, at a fixed ,
I(D)/I(G) will increase with increasing disorder, according
to TK Eq. 共8兲. For more disorder, clusters decrease in number become smaller and more distorted, until they open up.
As the G peak is just related to the relative motion of C sp 2
atoms, the I(D) will now decrease with respect to I(G) and
the TK relationship will no longer hold, as shown in Fig. 5.
For small L a , the D-mode strength is proportional to the
probability of finding a sixfold ring in the cluster, that is,
proportional to the cluster area. Thus, in amorphous carbons
the development of a D peak indicates ordering, exactly opposite from the case of graphite.
We can finally summarize the main factors modifying
C(  ):
共1兲 sp 2 sites are resonantly enhanced over s p 3 ones,
共2兲 within the s p 2 matrix, q⫽k modes are enhanced over
the others, and
共3兲 breathing modes are enhanced within q⫽k modes.
V. SPECTRUM FITTING

A practical point when comparing different fitting parameters for Raman spectra is to know the fitting procedures
used. The Raman spectrum is a VDOS modified by a cou-
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FIG. 5. Variation of the I(D)/I(G) ratio with L a . The broad
transition between the two regimes is indicated.

pling coefficient, which incorporates various resonances.
There is no a priori reason to choose a particular function to
fit the spectrum. Empirically, the visible Raman spectra of
amorphous carbons show one or two prominent features 共the
G and D peaks兲 and some minor modulations 共usually
around 1100–1200 and 1400–1500 cm⫺1兲. The simplest fit
consists of two Lorentzians or two Gaussians. A Lorentzian
fit is often used for crystals, arising from finite lifetime
broadening, and it is normally used for disordered graphite.
A Gaussian line shape is expected for a random distribution
of phonon lifetimes in disordered materials. A simple twosymmetric-line fit is not always suitable, and one can find a
multipeak fit 共typically four: D,G⫹2 at ⬃1100 and ⬃1400
cm⫺1兲.
The most widely used alternative to a Gaussian fit is a
Breit-Wigner-Fano 共BWF兲 line for the G peak and a Lorentzian for the D peak.40–42 The BWF line has an asymmetric
line shape, which should arise from the coupling of a discrete
mode to a continuum.43 The BWF line shape is given by
I共  兲⫽

I 0 关 1⫹2 共  ⫺  0 兲 /Q⌫ 兴 2
,
1⫹ 关 2 共  ⫺  0 兲 /⌫ 兴 2

共9兲

where I 0 is the peak intensity,  0 is the peak position, ⌫ is
assumed as the full width at half maximum 共FWHM兲 and
Q ⫺1 is the BWF coupling coefficient. The Lorentzian line
shape is recovered in the limit Q ⫺1 →0. We emphasize that
several points should be considered with Eq. 共9兲. First, the
BWF curve tails increasingly to lower frequencies for lower
Q values. This allows a BWF line to account for residual
Raman intensity at ⬃1100 and 1400 cm⫺1, without two extra
peaks. The BWF⫹Lorentzian line pair is therefore an excellent means to fit Raman spectra of all carbons, from graphite
to ta-C. A Lorentzian line shape is used for the D peak as it
is from the same family as the BWF line, while the various
enhancement mechanisms for the D peak are consistent with
a Lorentzian. However, any wide low-frequency tail of the
BWF line will push the D peak to lower frequencies as the
disorder increases. This significantly decreases the D peak
size compared to a two-Gaussian fit. In general, the D-peak
position will decrease with increasing disorder with the
BWF⫹Lorentzian fit, but will increase 共up to 1400 cm⫺1 or
more兲 for the double-Gaussian fit.9,10,13 Note that the fit of
the D peak and especially its position is the least accurate for
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many amorphous carbons, because it is often only a lowfrequency shoulder of the G peak. Two factors can shift the
D peak. On one hand, smaller aromatic clusters have higher
modes21 and shift D upwards. On the other hand, a decrease
in number of ordered aromatic rings on passing from nanocrystalline graphite to a-C lowers D and reduces its intensity,
due to softening of the VDOS.44
Another important issue from Eq. 共9兲 is that the maximum
of the BWF line is not at  0 but lies at lower frequencies:

 max⫽  0 ⫹

⌫
,
2Q

共10兲

as Q is negative. We define the G position as  max rather
than  0 .  0 is higher than the apparent peak maximum
because  0 is the position of the undamped mode.43 We
attribute no physical meaning to the undamped frequency but
merely view the BWF line as an efficient way to fit the data.
The asymmetric BWF line shape is appropriate for the G
peak due to the asymmetry of the VDOS of graphite or
amorphous carbons towards lower wave numbers.9 No Fano
resonance is present. Whenever reporting data from other
papers using BWF fits, we will use  max , derived by applying Eq. 共10兲 to their data. Moreover,  max compares directly
with data from symmetric curve fitting.
Finally, it is not always clear if the I(D)/I(G) ratio
should be the ratio of the peak heights or peak areas. Generally, groups using BWF⫹Lorentzian fits report peak height
ratios, while groups using two Gaussians report the area ratio. The difference is not so important for disordered graphite, as the peak widths are similar, but this is not so for
amorphous carbons. In that case, the broadening of the D
peak is correlated to a distribution of clusters with different
orders and dimensions, and thus the information about the
less distorted aromatic rings is in the intensity maximum and
not in the width, which depends on the disorder. Ring orders
other that six tend to decrease the peak height and increase
its width. Unless differently stated, in this paper we refer to
I(D)/I(G) as the ratio of peak heights.

FIG. 6. Schematic diagram of influences on the Raman spectra.
A dotted arrow marks the indirect influence of the sp 3 content on
increasing G position.

共3兲 a-C→ta-C
diamond45兲.

(→⬃100% sp 3 ta-C,

defected

For simplicity, we will consider the evolution of G-peak position and I(D)/I(G). Except where differently stated, we
refer to Raman data at 514 nm.
A. Stage 1: From graphite to nanocrystalline graphite

The main effects in the evolution of the Raman spectrum
in this stage are the following.
共a兲 The G peak moves from 1581 to ⬃1600 cm⫺1.
共b兲 The D peak appears and I(D)/I(G) increases following the TK equation 共8兲.
共c兲 There is no dispersion of the G mode.

VI. THREE-STAGE MODEL

The large amount of experimental visible Raman spectra
on amorphous carbons will be interpreted using a phenomenological three-stage model. Given a perfect, infinite graphite sheet, we consider the introduction of a series of defects:
bond-angle disorder, bond-length disorder, and hybridization. We neglect the possible role of hydrogen, as C-H
modes give no detectable contributions in the G and D peaks
共Sec. VIII兲. The Raman spectrum is considered to depend on
共1兲
共2兲
共3兲
共4兲

clustering of the s p 2 phase,
bond disorder,
presence of s p 2 rings or chains, and
the sp 2 /s p 3 ratio.

These factors act as competing forces on the shape of the
Raman spectra, as shown schematically in Fig. 6. We define
an amorphization trajectory6 ranging from graphite to ta-C
共or diamond兲 consisting of three stages, as shown in Fig. 7:
共1兲 graphite→nanocrystalline graphite (nc-G),
共2兲 nanocrystalline graphite→a-C, and

FIG. 7. Amorphization trajectory, showing a schematic variation
of the G position and I(D)/I(G) ratio.
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These effects, at a fixed wavelength, can be explained by
the VDOS of graphite and phonon confinement.5,6 First, the
shift of G is really the appearance of a second peak, D ⬘ , at
⬃1620 cm⫺1, which merges in the G peak for small grains.
A single line fit to G⫹D ⬘ feature gives a net increase of G
position. The appearance of D ⬘ occurs because the relaxation
of the q⫽0 selection rule allows higher-frequency phonons,
as phonons disperse upwards away from ⌫; see Figs. 2 and 3.
The main structural change is passing from a monocrystalline to a polycrystalline material; there are virtually no sp 3
sites. The loss of three-dimensional ordering is indicated by
the disappearance of the doublet in the D peak and in its
second-order peak.6 There are many experimental results
showing stage 1, such as those from Lespade and
co-workers.5,6
We note that there are only few experimental verifications
of the TK equation 共8兲, where L a is known independently by
x-ray diffraction 共XRD兲,2 and the minimum L a for which the
TK equation has been directly verified is ⬃20 Å. TK assumes that graphite becomes uniformly nanocrystalline.
However, for a system with mixed grain sizes, with volume
fractions X i and dimensions L ai , the effective L a is given by
1
L a,eff

N

⫽

1

兺i X i L ai .

共11兲

We can thus explain why, since XRD weights more the bigger crystallites, the TK equation will underestimate L a due to
the dominant effect of small crystallites.46
B. Stage 2: From nanocrystalline graphite to a-C

In this stage, defects are progressively introduced into the
graphite layer, causing its phonon modes to soften, particularly the G peak. The Shuker-Gammon formula 共7兲 applies,
and the VDOS is no longer that of graphite. The end of stage
2 corresponds to a completely disordered, almost fully
sp 2 -bonded a-C consisting of distorted sixfold rings or rings
of other orders 共maximum 20% s p 3 ). A typical example is
sputtered a-C.47 The main effects in the evolution of the
Raman spectrum are
共a兲 The G peak decreases from 1600 to ⬃1510 cm⫺1.
共b兲 The TK equation is no longer valid: I(D)/I(G)⬀M
⬀L 2a .
共c兲 I(D)/I(G)→0.
共d兲 Increasing dispersion of the G peak occurs.
Another effect is the absence of well-defined second-order
Raman peaks, but a small modulated bump from ⬃2400 to
⬃3100 cm⫺1.
Increasing bond-angle and bond-bending disorder and the
presence of nonsixfold rings softens the VDOS.44,24 The introduction of s p 3 sites into a structure composed only of
sixfold rings further softens the VDOS.24,44
Increasing the defects and reducing L a below 2 nm, the
number of ordered rings now decreases and I(D) starts to
decrease. The G peak relates only to bond stretching of sp 2
pairs, so G retains its intensity, and I(D)/I(G) decreases
with increasing amorphization 共Fig. 5兲. The TK equation is
no longer valid. This is the usual situation with a-C. Development of the D peak indicates disordering of graphite but
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ordering of a-C. This is expressed in effect 共b兲 by the proportionality of I(D)/I(G) to M, the number of ordered rings.
In fact, I(D)/I(G) is proportional to the number and clustering of rings, but the main disordering effect in stage 2 can
be taken as the decrease of number of ordered rings, since
the dimensions are under 20 Å. We propose a new relation
for stage 2:
I共 D 兲
⫽C ⬘ 共  兲 L 2a .
I共 G 兲

共12兲

Imposing continuity between Eqs. 共8兲 and 共12兲, we find
C ⬘ (514 nm)⬇0.0055. At low excitation energy, the D peak
is due to large aromatic clusters. Thus, combining Eqs. 共2兲
and 共12兲, I(D)/I(G) will vary with the optical gap as
I共 D 兲 C⬙
⫽
.
I 共 G 兲 E 2g

共13兲

We have verified Eq. 共13兲 by studying the clustering of sp 2
sites in ta-C deposited at elevated temperatures.48 It is clear
that this is an ideal situation in which thermal energy favors
the clustering of the sp 2 phase into ordered rings, and so Eq.
共13兲 holds. This is not so in general, especially for asdeposited samples, where the ion-induced disorder in the sp 2
phase invalidates the simple relation 共2兲 between cluster size
and band gap.20 In fact, as we will discuss in Sec. VI C, in
going from as-deposited a-C’s to ta-C we have always
I(D)/I(G)⬃0, but the gap increases. However, we stress
that for visible Raman spectroscopy, whenever a D peak is
present 关 I(D)/I(G)⭓0.1– 0.2兴 , a decrease of the gap will
always be reflected in an increase of I(D)/I(G), even if not
exactly in the form of Eq. 共13兲. We will discuss elsewhere
the progressive insensitivity of I(D)/I(G) to the gap with
increasing excitation energy.
Clear experimental examples of stage 2 are the ion implantation of glassy carbon40,41 共g-C兲 and sputtered a-C.49,31
Figure 8 plots data of McCulloch and co-workers40,41 on ion
implantation of g-C at room temperature as a function of ion
dose 关Fig. 8共a兲兴 and at a fixed dose with increasing implantation temperature 关Fig. 8共b兲兴. We show the first and second
stages of amorphization. The sp 3 content was checked by
EELS and it rose to 15% only at the very end of stage 2. An
NMR determination of sp 3 content in sputtered a-C with the
G peak at ⬃1500 cm⫺1 and I(D)/I(G)⬃0 gave sp 3
⬃7%. 47,31
The structure of a-C at the end of stage 2 consists of
mainly sp 2 sites in puckered ring-like configurations 共consisting of five-, six-, seven-, and eightfold disordered rings兲,
and few if any sp 3 sites.47,44,50,51 Li and Lannin47 showed an
absence of ordered, planar sixfold rings 关consistent with
I(D)/I(G)⬃0] and few chainlike structures.
C. Stage 3: From a-C to ta-C

In passing from a-C to ta-C, the sp 3 content rises from
⬃10–20 % to ⬃85%, while the sp 2 sites change gradually
from rings to chains. The  states become increasingly localized on olefinic sp 2 chains and, eventually, sp 2 dimers
embedded in the sp 3 matrix.24,51–54,15 The sp 2 modes lie
above the sp 3 modes and become localized.24 Olefinic CvC
bonds are shorter than aromatic bonds, so they have higher
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FIG. 8. Variation of the G position and I(D)/I(G) ratio with
共A兲 ion dose and 共B兲 implant temperature for ion-bombarded glassy
carbon, after McCulloch and co-workers 共Refs. 40 and 41兲.

vibration frequencies.33,55 The main effects in the evolution
of the Raman spectrum are as follows.
共a兲 The G peak increases from ⬃1510 to ⬃1570 cm⫺1 共or
⬃1630 cm⫺1 for s p 2 dimers in ion-implanted
diamond.45兲
共b兲 I(D)/I(G) is very low or 0.
共c兲 Dispersion of the G peak occurs.
The main change, i.e., the increase of the G-peak position
with s p 3 content, is due to the change of s p 2 configuration
from rings to olefinic groups, with their higher vibrational
frequencies lying above the band limit of graphite. This effect is larger than the tendency of the G peak to fall due to
mixing with lower-frequency s p 3 modes. This emphasizes
the importance of the localization of s p 2 modes above the
sp 3 modes, which minimizes the mixing of s p 2 with sp 3
modes. It follows that the model of Richter et al.25 does not
hold in practice.
The second major change is the absence of a D peak in a
BWF fit. The G skewness falls to almost 0 at high sp 3
content.42 Also, the G-peak width first increases and then
falls, as the G modes become localized on s p 2 dimers or
shorter s p 2 chains with a sharper length distribution. A
single-Gaussian fit is poor, although it still gives a fair representation of peak position and FWHM.56
It has been argued that the high frequency of the G peak
in ta-C is due to its high compressive macroscopic stress.56,14
We disagree with this, as it is found that the G peak does not
move if the stress is removed by annealing.57–59 We verified
that annealing up to complete stress release induces minimal
structural changes in ta-C.57 Also, the G peak of ta-C is
blueshifted in both uv Raman spectra 共⬃1660 cm⫺1, compared to ⬃1590 cm⫺1 for s p 2 -bonded a-C兲 and 514-nm Ra-
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FIG. 9. Variation of the G position and I(D)/I(G) ratio with
sp 3 fraction for as-deposited a-C. Data from Prawer et al. 共Ref.
42兲, this work, and Anders and co-workers 共Refs. 56 and 59兲.

man spectra 共⬃1570 cm⫺1 compared to ⬃1510 cm⫺1兲. This
dispersion can only be fully explained by contributions of
olefinic sp 2 groups, whose higher vibration frequencies lie
above the graphite band limit.15 Tallant et al.60 suggested to
fit the Raman spectra of as-deposited ta-C using the frequencies of embedded ideal five-, six-, and sevenfold sp 2 rings.
Such a model, even if very good fits are obtained for the
514-nm Raman spectra, cannot explain the dispersion above
⬃1580 cm⫺1 seen in the uv Raman spectra and is thus incorrect for ta-C. uv Raman spectroscopy gives not only an
evenly weighted probe of sp 3 and sp 2 sites, but also an
evenly weighted probe of ring and chain sp 2 modes, not
biased towards sp 2 configurations of lower band gap. It
shows a G peak at 1660 cm⫺1 in ta-C, indicating a preponderance of chain groups.
Figure 9 shows our 514-nm Raman data on ta-C deposited by a filtered cathodic vacuum arc 共FCVA兲, together with
data of Prawer et al.42 and Anders and co-workers59,56 on
(t)a-C deposited by FCVA. We only included data with sp 3
content known by EELS. Figure 9 is a clear example of the
transition from stage 2 to stage 3 in accordance with the
above trends. Note the absence of the D peak in ta-C’s. Although I(D)/I(G)⬃0, typically we have an increase in the
gap from ⬃0.5 to ⬃2.5 eV, going from a-C to ta-C. This
would contradict Eq. 共13兲. However, this is expected since
the gap is controlled by the -electron delocalization, not
necessarily in well-ordered rings, but on the whole sp 2
phase. An increasing sp 2 content, even if not via an ordered
sp 2 matrix, causes a decrease of the gap reflected in a softening of the G mode and an increase in its FWHM.
Figure 7 summarized the behavior of G peak position and
I(D)/I(G) through all the three stages. It shows no unique
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relationship between the G-peak position and s p 3 content.
G-peak position can either increase or decrease with increasing s p 3 and a high and low s p 3 content corresponds to the
same G position. I(D)/I(G) would discriminate, between
high and low content and, except for the first stage, in which
sp 3 is constant anyway, it would be a crucial parameter to
quantify the s p 3 phase. Figure 7 also emphasizes that most
changes of the Raman spectra are not driven by the sp 3
increase, but by the evolution of s p 2 clusters.
Figure 7 shows how we could relate the 关 G,I(D)/I(G) 兴
pair to s p 3 content. However, the situation is more complex
than described so far, as the clustering of the s p 2 phase has
to be taken directly into account, as we discuss now.
VII. THE HYSTERESIS CYCLE

The amorphization trajectory discussed above is derived
for disordering 共e.g., ion implantation兲 in relatively ordered
carbons or for room-temperature depositions. What happens
if we follow an ordering trajectory from ta-C to graphite?
Examples of an ordering trajectory are deposition at high
temperature, annealing after deposition, low-dose ion implantation of ta-C, or unfiltered deposition processes. These
cases favor clustering of s p 2 sites into fairly ordered aromatic rings.
There are two fundamental processes: 共a兲 s p 3 sites convert to s p 2 sites and 共b兲 s p 2 cluster size increases and the
sp 2 phase eventually orders in rings. There are two situations. During a room-temperature deposition of ta-C, the sp 2
and sp 3 phases are linked together, forcing the s p 2 phase to
evolve continuously with increasing s p 3 content, giving the
trends seen in Fig. 7. On the other hand, other treatments,
such as annealing or high-temperature deposition, separate
the two processes so that clustering 共b兲 occurs at lower temperatures than conversion 共a兲.48,57 This causes hysteresis.
Visible Raman spectroscopy is much more sensitive to clustering than conversion. The effect of the hysteresis is that
there is no unique relation between I(D)/I(G) or the G position and s p 3 fraction 共Fig. 10兲. Thus, we need an independent assessment of the s p 3 fraction. Fundamentally, optical
and electrical properties correlate closely with the degree of
sp 2 clustering, and not directly with the s p 3 content. This
implies that in general visible Raman spectroscopy is not a
safe way to get sp 3 content. Various examples of hysteresis
can be found in the literature;14,48,57,61,62 see Fig. 11.
We have so far neglected the presence of s p 1 bonds,
whose C-C vibrations at 2100–2200 cm⫺1 共Ref. 33兲 lie outside the G and D regions. Even if present in a small amount,
this does not change our model.
Generally, in an inhomogeneous material we predict the
TK equation to underestimate L a with respect to XRD, as for
Eq. 共11兲. This gives a hysteresis even in stage 1, in that
visible Raman spectroscopy is more sensitive to the smaller
graphitic domains in a material not composed of grains having a similar L a .
Are there conditions for estimating s p 3 content by visible
Raman spectroscopy? Figures 7 and 9 show that a high
G-peak position combined with a I(D)/I(G)⬃0 is a sufficient condition to assess the s p 3 content of ta-C. In this case,
the s p 3 content can be read off from Fig. 9共a兲. Here, a higher
G position correlates with a higher optical gap.

FIG. 10. Amorphization trajectory, showing the possibility of
hysteresis in stages 2 and 3.
VIII. RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN VISIBLE RAMAN
SPECTRA AND THE sp 3 FRACTION IN a-C:H

More generally, if there is a relationship between sp 2 and
sp phases, e.g., between the optical gap and sp 3 fraction,
we can derive sp 3 content from the visible Raman spectra.
We apply this idea to derive a correlation between visible
Raman spectra and sp 3 content for a-C:H.
The main effect of H in a-C:H is to modify its C-C network compared to a-C of similar sp 3 content. A higher sp 3
content is achieved mainly by H saturating CvC bonds as
wCHx groups, rather than by increasing the fraction of
C—C bonds 共Fig. 1兲. Most sp 3 sites are bonded to
hydrogen.63,64 Thus, highly sp 3 a-C:H are soft, low-density,
polymeric films.63,64 In a-C:H the sp 2 sites can exist as rings
as well as chains. Increasing H content reduces the sp 2 cluster size and increases the band gap. We have three bonding
regimes.1,63 At low H content, sp 2 bonding dominates and
the gap is under 1 eV. At intermediate H content, the C-C
sp 3 bonding is a maximum, the films have the highest density and diamondlike character, and the gap is 1–1.8 eV. At
highest H contents, the sp 3 content is highest, the bonding is
more polymeric, and the band gap is over 1.8 eV. ta-C:H
differs in that a higher sp 3 fraction occurs at a fixed, lower H
content of 25–30 % 共Fig. 1兲. ta-C:H has much more C-C sp 3
bonding than a-C:H with similar sp 3 fraction, giving a
higher density and higher hardness.65
In visible Raman spectra, we can neglect all C-H modes.
The stretching modes lie above 3000 cm⫺1.64 C-H bending
modes lie in the D-peak region,33,64 but we neglect them
because they are not resonantly enhanced. This is supported
by a similar behavior for D and G peaks with changing excitation energy found in a-C:H and a-C.10,11 C-H modes
3
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FIG. 12. G position and I(D)/I(G) ratio vs optical Tauc gap for
as-deposited a-C:H. Data from Tamor and Vassel 共Ref. 13兲 and this
work. The precursor gases are also indicated. Note that a doubleGaussian fit was used 共Ref. 13兲.

FIG. 11. G position and I(D)/I(G) ratio data showing the hysteresis effect. Data on as deposited ta-C, from Prawer et al. 共Ref.
42兲, this work, and Anders and co-workers 共Refs. 56 and 59兲. Data
on irradiated ta-C from McCulloch et al. 共Refs. 61 and 62兲; on ta-C
annealed after deposition from Ferrari et al. 共Ref. 57兲; and on ta-C
deposited at high temperature from Chhowalla et al. 共Ref. 48兲.

could become detectable at much higher photon energy, such
as that in uv Raman spectroscopy. A typical signature of
hydrogenated samples is the increasing photoluminescence
background with increasing H content. This background
overshadows the Raman signal of a-C:H with H content over
⬃40–45 at. %66 The ratio between the slope m of the fitted
linear background and the intensity of the G peak, m/I(G),
could be used as a measure of the bonded H content.66
We derive and explain the relation between visible Raman
parameters and sp 3 content for a-C:H deposited by plasmaenhanced chemical vapor deposition 共PECVD兲. From Tamor
and Vassel13 we obtain a general relation between 514-nm
Raman parameters and the optical gap for as-deposited
a-C:H 共Fig. 12兲. I(D)/I(G) is now an area ratio of a twoGaussian fit 关thus giving I(D)/I(G) up to ⬃4, in contrast to
⬃2 obtained with the intensity ratio in a BWF⫹Lorentzian
fit兴. Figure 12共a兲 shows that the G peak falls with increasing
gap for a-C:H, differently from ta-C, although the gap increases with sp 3 content in both materials. The reasons for

the difference is that in a-C:H the CvC stretching frequencies tend to fall towards the lower values of under 1500
cm⫺1 seen in polyacetylene,33,55 whereas in ta-C the CvC
stretching frequency tends to rise towards that of the embedded CvC dimer at 1630 cm⫺1. The mixing with sp 3 modes
also helps to lower the G peak in a-C:H.
For as-deposited a-C:H, there is a general relationship
between sp 2 content and optical gap;67 see Fig. 13. The line
in Fig. 13 is a fit to the experimental data. Applying the
fitting line to the data of Fig. 12, we obtain the relationship
between sp 3 content and Raman parameters shown in Fig.
14. The crosses in Fig. 14 are for samples whose sp 3 content
was directly measured 共Ref. 68兲 by NMR or EELS 共this
work兲. They agree with the sp 3 content derived by Raman
spectroscopy. Thus Raman spectroscopy is a valuable
method to obtain sp 3 content for as-deposited a-C:H. Figures 12–14 will be improved by a further systematic study.
Figure 14 also shows Raman and sp 3 data for ta-C:H
films deposited by an electron cyclotron wave resonance
source from C2H2. 65 The G peak of ta-C:H is seen to lie
above that of a-C:H of similar sp 3 content 共gap兲. These data
show how the transition between the second and third stage
also occurs in a-C:H, indicating how the three-stage model
applies to both unhydrogenated and hydrogenated carbons.
It is important to note that the G peak in a-C:H and
(t)a-C shows dispersion with photon energy, in both cases
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FIG. 13. Optical Tauc gap vs sp 3 content for as-deposited
a-C:H. Data from Tamor and co-workers 共䊉兲 共Refs. 13 and 68兲,
Kleber et al. 共䉱兲 共Ref. 69兲, Jarman et al. 共䉲兲 共Ref. 70兲, Li and
Lannin 共⽧兲 共Refs. 31 and 47兲, and this work 共䊏兲. An ideal point at
5 eV is set to correspond to 100% sp 3 共*兲. The line is a quadratic fit
to the data.

increasing for higher photon energies.10–12,15,16 Thus, the relations between the G position and gap or s p 3 fraction of
Figs. 9, 12, and 14 apply for 514-nm excitation. The increased G position with increased excitation arises from the
resonant selection of wider-band gap  states from sp 2
groups with higher vibration frequency. This leads to a lower
sensitivity of the G position and I(D)/I(G) to optical gaps
with higher excitation energy,12 since the optical gap is due
to the more delocalized -bonded structures.17 This would
suggest that red Raman spectroscopy is preferable to the traditional green or blue spectroscopy to better exploit the ability of visible Raman spectra to follow the fine variations of
optical gap on s p 2 order.
The width of the G peak is proportional to the bond-angle
disorder at sp 2 sites. Figure 15 plots the G width (⌬G)
against the optical gap for as-deposited a-C:H.13 It is seen
that ⌬G passes through a maximum at around 1.5 eV for
a-C:H, which corresponds to films of maximum C-C sp 3 or
‘‘diamondlike’’ content.
As the skeletal structure of a-C:H depends strongly on its
H content, we expect a strict relation between the H content
and C-C structure during annealing of a-C:H. We therefore
expect only a small hysteresis of the Raman parameters during annealing of a-C:H compared to the case of ta-C. Thus,
relations in Figs. 12 and 14 are valid for both as-deposited
and annealed a-C:H films. However, we expect hysteresis for
ta-C:H.

FIG. 14. G position and I(D)/I(G) ratio vs sp 3 fraction for
as-deposited a-C:H. The data are obtained applying the fit of Fig.
13 to data in Fig. 12. The ⫻ symbols indicate samples for which
sp 3 was directly measured by NMR 共Ref. 68兲 or EELS 共this work兲.
The ta-C:H data point 共〫兲 is shown for comparison; its sp 3 content
was directly measured.

the resonant enhancement of their vibrations. We are able to
classify all the available visible Raman data by considering
the effect of a three-stage introduction of disorder into graphite on its Raman spectrum. We showed how this description
applies both to hydrogen-free and hydrogenated amorphous
carbons.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

We have reviewed and critically assessed the origin and
the meaning of the D and G peaks in the Raman spectra of
graphite and amorphous carbons. We pointed out that the G
peak is due to the relative motion of s p 2 carbon atoms, while
the D peak is linked to breathing modes of rings. We showed
how the electronic and vibration states of s p 2 aromatic clusters can be mapped onto those of graphite. The Raman spectra depend formally on the ordering of the s p 2 sites, due to

FIG. 15. ⌬G vs the optical Tauc gap for as deposited a-C:H.
Data from Tamor and Vassel 共Ref. 13兲 and this work. Note that ⌬G
is the width of the Gaussian, not its FWHM 共Ref. 13兲. The precursor gases are also indicated.
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The ability to deduce s p 3 content from the visible Raman
spectra depends on the linkage of s p 2 and s p 3 phases. In
H-free (t)a-C, the clustering of s p 2 only depends on sp 3
content as-deposited, but generally not in films annealed, deposited at higher temperatures, or ion implanted. Thus, the
sp 3 content can be deduced from their Raman spectra only
for as-deposited ta-C. The C-C network of a-C:H depends
strongly on its hydrogen content, which links the sp 2 and
sp 3 phases together. This allows the s p 3 content of a-C:H to

be derived from the 514-nm Raman spectra. A relationship
was given between the G-peak position, I(D)/I(G), and sp 3
content.
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